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WestEd’s Evaluation of the Core to College Initiative
Core to College: Preparing Students for College Readiness and Success is a three-year
initiative funded by the Lumina Foundation, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, and the Carnegie Corporation of New York. Rockefeller Philanthropy
Advisors serves as the fiscal agent.
Core to College’s mission is “to facilitate greater coordination between K–12 and postsecondary
education systems around implementation of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and
aligned assessments.” The initiative aims to foster shared ownership of college readiness by the
K–12 and postsecondary sectors, including use of the CCSS-aligned assessments to determine a
student’s readiness for credit-bearing postsecondary courses. Core to College grants have been
awarded to teams in Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
North Carolina, Oregon, and Washington.
Each of these state teams has designated an Alignment Director (AD) who is tasked with leading
the Core to College work in the state. Through the consulting company Education First, Core to
College offers one-on-one and cross-state technical assistance to these ADs. Together, the ADs
make up the grant’s Learning Network, which provides facilitated peer-to-peer support,
information sharing, and multi-state technical assistance to grantee states.
WestEd is providing evaluation services over the course of the initiative. The evaluation plan is
designed to synthesize the progress of the initiative and its participating states over the next few
years, with a focus on the initiative’s primary goals: creating statewide definitions of college and
career readiness, using the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments to inform decisions
about student placement into credit-bearing college courses, and aligning K–12 and
postsecondary policies to the CCSS.
WestEd is evaluating the initiative based on five action areas involved in changing policy and
practices around the implementation of the CCSS and aligned assessments for improving college
readiness. These action areas attempt to encompass the policy, practices, and people
dimensions of the Core to College effort; they center around how the policy and practices involved
in implementing the CCSS and the alignment of state assessment practices can improve
students’ readiness for college change over time. The five action areas are strategic planning,
infrastructure, stakeholder engagement, policy and governance, and data and analysis.
Cross-state, multi-method, qualitative reports are at the center of the evaluation, which
systematically chronicle the progress of the initiative. Reports focus on topics of interest to the
funders; the Learning Network; and Education First, the initiative’s technical assistance provider.
These studies are intended both to illuminate promising strategies and to document challenges.
The WestEd evaluation team understands that each state is approaching the implementation of
the CCSS with its own set of parameters and context: differing stakeholders, funding concerns,
size and scope, timelines, and internal priorities. The evaluation activities are intended to
recognize that variation and highlight how Core to College can learn from it.
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Executive Summary
The Core to College Initiative is designed to promote collaboration between the K–12 and
higher education sectors in the implementation of the Common Core State Standards and
aligned assessments, with the goal of reducing remediation and promoting greater college
readiness.
This report examines the Core to College states’ current course placement policies and
practices, which range from standardized and centralized to varied and decentralized. . In
addition, this report explores the current implementation planning efforts for the Partnership
for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) and Smarter Balanced
Assessment Consortium (Smarter Balanced) assessments, along with how these consortia
assessments may be integrated into states’ existing course placement policies.
As an overarching theme, the Core to College states’ Alignment Directors (ADs) consistently
reported that, in the (current) absence of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments, it
was difficult to project exactly how the assessments would be used, broadly speaking, and
specifically how they would be used for placement into credit-bearing higher education
courses. The timelines for using the consortia assessments for placement into credit-bearing
courses were uncertain as well.
What did emerge from this cycle of evaluation was a fairly clear picture of the existing ways
in which current placement tests are used and the processes that states have been following
to adopt new tests and set their cut scores. Specifically, the following themes emerged from
this evaluation cycle:
•

Each state’s current placement policies form the context for the
implementation of the forthcoming PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments.
WestEd’s inventory of placement testing policies revealed considerable variation
both within and across the Core to College states. States that have developed
centralized placement testing policies over many years will be relying on these
existing policy frameworks when they consider how, or whether, to use PARCC
and/or Smarter Balanced assessments for placement purposes. It is important to
note that a centralized policy does not translate to the use of a single test for
placement purposes. On the contrary, WestEd’s analysis shows that, in some cases,
state policies offer higher education institutions substantial options and discretion
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with regard to not only which tests are used, but also how the placement tests are
offered to students and how cut scores are set.
•

Agreements on course placement at the institutional level—often situated
within regional feeder systems—serve as a framework for how students are
enrolled in credit-bearing courses.
Even in states with strong centralized placement policies, local adoption of course
placement practices plays a key role in how students move within and between the
K–12 and higher education systems. The Core to College states are in a good
position to understand how, and in what ways, locally based changes to placement in
entry-level courses can inform additional policy discussions about the use of the
PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments in the course placement process.

•

The ADs, and their states’ Assessment Directors, are eagerly awaiting detailed
information about the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments.
The ADs reported that, in order to move forward on implementation steps related to
the new placement tests, colleagues in their states will need specific information on
how the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments compare to the existing
placement tests that are currently in use. Even with this information, individual states
will be conducting their own psychometric studies to assess the relationship between
the new assessments and existing tests, and the extent to which the new
assessments predict success in college-level coursework. In general, such studies
will take time and may slow down the adoption of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments for course placement in credit-bearing courses in college and university
settings.

•

Definitions of college readiness can vary even between two- and four-year
college systems within the same state, with implications for whether and how
placement tests are ultimately used.
The ongoing discussions of how to use the PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments for placement in credit-bearing courses provide a vehicle for continuing
the essential discussions of instructional alignment between and across the K–12
and higher education sector. Since the Common Core State Standards are intended
to signal college readiness across a broad range of higher education institutions, the
question of how individual institutions use the consortia assessments for placement
purposes will need to be examined by each of the Core to College states as they
develop and revise policy.

•

Communication from PARCC and Smarter Balanced about the uses, and
limitations, of the consortia assessments as a single measure for course
placement purposes will facilitate states’ implementation of the assessments.
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Even as the Core to College states develop roadmaps toward adoption of the
PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments, information from the consortia
indicates that these assessments might be used along with other measures in the
college-level course placement process. The Core to College states are in a unique
position to address how to integrate the consortia assessments into current
placement policies, and to examine the options for implementing course placement
with multiple-measure systems, as suggested in the literature on this topic.
•

Implementing pilot studies in Core to College states could expedite the
process for how PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessment adoption unfolds.
In each of the Core to College states—as varied as they are—the ADs should
continue detailed discussions with all stakeholder groups about the anticipated
timeline and steps that will be needed for the adoption of the PARCC and Smarter
Balanced assessments for placement in credit-bearing courses. Launching pilot
studies with faculty may provide an opportunity for assessing the implications of
changes to cut scores, curricular alignment, and the mechanisms for how policy will
be drafted and formalized at varying levels of governance, between and across
systems. The pilot studies could also examine the anticipated savings or costs, and
available resources, to support the use of the consortia assessments for course
placement purposes.
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Introduction
A central goal of the Core to College Initiative is to assist states in making deliberate use of
the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) and
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (Smarter Balanced) assessments to help
determine students’ placement into credit-bearing, college-level, and career-related work.
Slated for release in the 2014–15 academic year, the assessments, as described by the
respective consortia, can be used for accountability purposes. The assessment results will
provide data that will enable states to evaluate students’ mastery of the Common Core State
Standards and measure student performance and progress across high schools and
districts.
If implementation goes as planned, the assessments
will facilitate the transition from high school to college
or career, so that fewer students will spend time and
money in non-credit-bearing, remedial education
classes. Remediation and the needs of lowerperforming students in mathematics and English
language arts will be addressed earlier on in high
school.
Currently, states have a range of policies and
practices related to students’ course placement in
higher education institutions. As the states in the
Core to College Initiative forge ahead in collaborating
with PARCC and Smarter Balanced, they must begin
planning how these assessments will inform how
students are placed into credit-bearing courses at
higher education institutions.
Based on findings from WestEd’s interviews and analysis, the body of this report is divided
into two primary sections: (1) an examination of the Core to College states’ current course
placement policies and practices—which range from standard, centralized policies to
allowing higher education institutions complete autonomy in setting course placement
policies; and (2) an exploration of current implementation planning efforts for the PARCC and
Smarter Balanced assessments, along with how these consortia assessments may be
integrated into states’ existing course placement policies.
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To offer some initial context, this evaluation report also includes a literature review that
explores the decisions behind standardizing course placement practices, what the
standardization process entails, and what sorts of variation in course placement practices
currently exist across states. In addition, to assist Core to College states in their thinking
about course placement policy reform, the literature review identifies several key elements
involved in developing and implementing effective course placement policies.
To frame this evaluation report, WestEd conducted an inventory of existing course
placement policies and practices in each of the ten Core to College states. This inventory
provides a baseline documentation of states’ current policies. These state-by-state
inventories of placement policies and practices, including cut scores1, can be found in
Appendices A–J.

Methodology
For this cycle of evaluation, WestEd staff gathered data from several sources in each of the
ten Core to College states. In addition to conducting interviews with the Alignment Directors
(ADs) and their colleagues, WestEd evaluators reviewed documents provided by the ADs, as
well as numerous public websites. These documents and online resources included state
policy documentation, surveys of
placement policy elements, and
various community colleges’ and other
higher education institutions’ websites.
WestEd began by reviewing the
documents that contained statewide
information, and, from there, moved to
researching specific information
available on the websites of various
institutions (see Appendix K). The
schools represented in Appendices A–J are those whose websites offered the most
information regarding their course placement practices and policies. It should also be noted
that some of these institutions may have additional placement policies that are not publicly
described on their websites. For this evaluation, WestEd’s research focused more on
placement tests and cut scores, and less on the remedial education that is offered to certain
students based on their placement test results.

1

A cut score is a benchmark score that determines whether a student must enter remedial education or
can be placed directly into a credit-bearing course.
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The appendices present information on state or system-wide policies (if applicable) side-byside with three two-year institutions and three four-year institutions for each Core to College
state. As each Core to College state has numerous two- and four-year institutions, WestEd
staff chose a handful from each state to review, based on opportunistic information found
online. In order to capture a more comprehensive range of policies, where possible, we
made considerable effort to not include two campuses within the same system (e.g.,
University of North Carolina–Charlotte and University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill were not
both included).
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Literature Review: Implementing
Course Placement Policy
Why Do States Standardize Course Placement Policy?
Placement policy reform has been happening across the nation, with some states decades
into the process and others in the beginning stages. These placement policy reform efforts
often stem from a desire to improve remediation rates and the impact of remedial education
courses. For instance, in Achieving the Dream—a 15-state initiative focused on improving
academic outcomes of community college students—state teams concluded that “aligning
community college placement expectations, standards, and assessments is a key way that
policy can reduce the number of students requiring developmental education 2” (Collins,
2008, p. 1). This sort of alignment is important, as placement into remedial education
courses can affect how quickly students earn a certificate or degree and whether or not they
complete a credential at all (Venezia, Bracco, & Nodine, 2010).
Multiple reports (Brown & Niemi, 2007; Burdman, 2012; Collins, 2008; Prince, 2005) indicate
that institutions of higher education have hoped that standardized and consistent course
placement policies and higher academic standards will improve low student success rates
by:
•

improving postsecondary institutions’ ability to accurately assess and place students,

•

making entrance standards consistent and less confusing for students,

•

clarifying college-level performance expectations,

•

reducing transfer barriers between institutions,

•

articulating course sequences and aligning K–12 and postsecondary curricula, and

•

supporting the use of student data to measure outcomes.

In some states, the motivation to standardize course placement policy comes from legislative
mandates; for example, in Connecticut, a 2007 legislative act required the creation and
implementation of common placement cut scores. These efforts are often motivated by the
belief that educational quality can be improved through standardized and consistent course
placement and cut-score policies (Prince, 2005). Developing and implementing a

2

Developmental education is another commonly used term for remedial education.
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standardized policy involves a complex process of “corralling disparate placement practices
and policies into a coherent placement assessment policy framework” (Collins, 2008, p. 4).

What Does the Standardization Process Look Like?
States have diverse approaches to setting course placement policy, with differing degrees of
centralization at both the state and institutional levels. States vary in the degrees to which
they have a standard, centrally dictated policy and whether they seek consensus among
colleges (Prince, 2005). However, as pressure for policy coherence has grown, course
placement policies have increasingly become a state-level issue (Burdman, 2012).
Some states are implementing course placement policy reform and standardization through
a variety of policy levers, including mandating testing, specifying placement tests and cut
scores, creating customized tests, considering additional factors beyond just placement tests
when placing students, and integrating mandatory use of support services. Meanwhile, other
states are reducing reliance on placement test scores or banning placement tests altogether
(Burdman, 2012; Prince, 2005; Dadgar, Nodine, Bracco, & Venezia, 2013).
States are in different stages of policy reform. For states that are further along in reforming
course placement policies, the process has often taken decades. For instance, North
Carolina started developing a placement policy in 1993, prompted by a state mandate to set
placement tests and cut scores for determining college readiness. In 1999, North Carolina
set a statewide policy that specified the placement tests and cut scores; this policy was then
reset in 2006 (Collins, 2008).
Florida has one of the more extensive, coordinated, and standardized placement policies in
the nation. Its process of making meaningful policy changes has taken seven years of
intensive, sustained commitment (Burdman, 2011). As Florida’s Executive Vice Chancellor
noted, “There was a lot of work involved, and there were many more steps than we
envisioned” (Burdman, 2011, p. 20). A common experience for states engaged in placement
policy reform is that setting cut scores is a long-term process of calibration and that
“[placement policy] work is never done: it is an iterative process that requires vigilant and
continual monitoring and refining” (Collins, 2008, p. 2).

What is the Variation in Placement Policies?
Across the nation’s postsecondary institutions, variation is evident at all levels of placement
policies, from the broader aspects of legislation and scope to the specific aspects of tests
and cut scores. According to a 2012 National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) study
(Fields & Parsad, 2012), there are approximately 3,650 postsecondary institutions in the
United States. However, there is a wide array of policies among the states housing those
postsecondary institutions, and fewer than half of all states have placement policies for
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remedial courses, specific placement exams, or cut scores (Collins, 2008). When looking at
course placement policies across these 3,650 institutions of higher education, there is
variation between public and private institutions and between two-year and four-year
institutions; there is also policy variation within each of those individual categories. This
variation is due to several factors, including the degree of state-level control over community
college policy and the degree of commitment of institutional leaders (Prince, 2005).
The variation in course placement policies is also at least partly due to the fact that,
depending on the state, policies can be created and administered by a variety of entities,
including the state government, a higher education board, or various individuals or
departments within each institution. All of these policies are based on the idea of using
placement tests and cut scores to determine if a student is college ready or requires
remedial education. However, even similar college-readiness terminology used within each
of these placement policies can have a variety of different meanings across states. The
NAGB study found that “postsecondary education institutions across the nation do not hold a
single, common conception of ‘just academically prepared’” (Fields & Parsad, 2012, p. 25)
for college-level coursework.

What is the Variation in Placement Tests and Cut Scores?
States have adopted several different approaches to using placement tests, including
mandating a single test statewide, allowing institutions to choose among several statemandated tests, and asking institutions to voluntarily agree on a single placement test
(Prince, 2005). While there is significant variation in which placement tests states and
institutions choose to use, there is also variation in whether institutions of higher education
use course placement tests at all. In the NAGB study, 71 percent of postsecondary
education institutions reported using a mathematics placement test, while only 53 percent
reported using a reading test. The use of placement tests also varied among categories of
institutions. For example, 94 percent of two-year public institutions used a reading placement
test, while only 51 percent of four-year public institutions used a reading placement test
(Fields & Parsad, 2012). Even within individual institutional systems, placement test usage
varies. For example, while it has mandated cut scores, one statewide community college
system uses over 40 different placement tests, and each of the system’s colleges chooses
which placement tests to offer and how to apply them (Belfield & Crosta, 2012).
Policies regarding cut scores are often even more decentralized than policies regarding
placement tests. As Prince (2005) indicates, “[o]nly a small number of states have
established minimum passing scores for entry into general education without referral to
developmental education; more often, such decisions are left to institutional discretion” (p. 3).
Even when there are standardized cut scores for placement tests, institutions respond to
student scores in different ways. For instance, some institutions use cut scores to mandate
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enrollment in certain remedial courses, others allow students to choose which courses to
take (with placement test scores being used as guidance), and still others handle course
placement on a case-by-case basis in which counselors take into account other factors
beyond just placement test results (Fields & Parsad, 2012). In general, the 2012 NAGB study
highlights “the complexity and variability in the use of tests and cut scores by postsecondary
education institutions in determining student need for remediation. The procedures in use
across the country are not monolithic” (Fields & Parsad, 2012, p. 8).

What Lessons Have Been Learned?
When engaging in placement policy reform and standardization efforts, Core to College
states may be interested in considering lessons learned by other states. Following are
several key elements involved in effective course placement policies:
•

Placement policy has interconnected elements and must be addressed as a whole.
In the process of examining cut-score policies, states often find themselves
addressing additional, related issues, such as placement exams, placement policies,
and standards of college readiness (Collins, 2008). Higher education course
placement policies are also connected to K–12 policies and are part of larger
statewide policy initiative discussions about the challenge of aligning high school and
postsecondary standards (Burdman, 2012). In addition, new placement policies may
impact budgets and hiring, depending on the number of students needing remedial
courses (Collins, 2008). States have learned that there are risks involved if
placement policy is not addressed systematically: “On their own, mandatory
developmental education placement and cutoff scores run the risk of driving up the
number of individuals who enroll in developmental education without increasing their
success in either developmental or credit programs” (Prince, 2005, p. 8).

•

Involvement and collaboration across sectors and levels promote success. When
developing their standardized placement policies, both Connecticut and Florida made
cross-sector coordination and faculty involvement a key part of their successful
processes (Burdman, 2011). In general, the most promising assessment
improvement initiatives rely on collaboration between K–12 schools and
postsecondary institutions (Burdman, 2011).

•

Communication with students is key. Venezia, Bracco, and Nodine (2010) report that
institutions are increasingly recognizing the importance of providing information to
students regarding placement tests’ structure, expectations, and importance in
advance of placement tests—a practice that has been found to have a positive effect
on the validity of the test scores.

•

Using multiple tests and measures may be beneficial. States are considering using
multiple criteria for course placement, including high school course performance,
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passing a specifically aligned senior-year course, and results from the upcoming
PARCC and/or Smarter Balanced assessments (Burdman, 2012). In their review of a
statewide community college system and its placement tests, Belfield and Crosta
found that “[h]igh school transcripts may yield more information across the range of
attributes. Thus, the optimal decision rule may be to combine information from a
placement test and a high school transcript” (2012, p. 4). In North Carolina, a
Developmental Education Initiative team has commissioned a new placement test
that is better aligned with the state’s curriculum; the team is also considering asking
colleges to use high school grades and other measures, in addition to test scores, for
placement decisions (Burdman, 2012).
From reviewing the literature on placement policy and statewide standardization, it is evident
that states have a variety of motivations and approaches, and that the process of
implementing a common placement policy is often long and complex. The literature also
shows that elements related to placement policy—such as definitions of college readiness,
placement tests, and cut scores—vary greatly across institutions nationwide.
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Variation in Course Placement
Policies and Practices
The Core to College Initiative provides a new opportunity to understand current state,
regional, and institutional course placement policies. It also offers a useful opportunity to
document promising course placement practices, and potential challenges, that are
associated with the transition to the Common Core State Standards.
Across the Core to College states, current course placement policies and practices vary.
Several states, such as Kentucky and Louisiana, have set placement tests and respective
cut scores that apply across all of their postsecondary institutions. Other states, such as
Florida and Hawaii, have consistent policies in place across their community college
systems, but not across their four-year institutions. Even greater variation is apparent in
higher education systems such as those found in Oregon and Washington, where a
decentralized approach allows individual community colleges and universities to select
placement tests and set cut scores.
In addition to the wide variation in policies related to placement tests and cut scores, there is
also significant variation in which placement tests are used by the Core to College states.
Common placement tests include ACCUPLACER, COMPASS, and ASSET, all of which
students take either before or upon arrival at college. Some higher education institutions use
scores from the SAT or ACT—both of which students have already taken for admission—to
determine course placement. In addition, many institutions depend on faculty-created tests.
Looking ahead to states’ adoption of the PARCC and/or Smarter Balanced assessments—
and to the use of these assessments for course placement purposes—it is useful to
understand the current policy landscape in each of the Core to College states. It is also
helpful to clearly understand how institutions in each state select tests and implement cut
scores for placement in credit-bearing courses.
In an effort to describe the current placement policy landscape in each state, WestEd
compiled a placement test inventory for each of the Core to College states. Appendices A–J
provide summaries of the Core to College states’ placement policies and cut scores. Each
appendix includes a policy overview for the respective state, as well as specific examples of
placement test and cut-score practices for three selected community colleges and three
selected four-year universities.
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The states’ levels of centralization and standardization cluster around three fairly distinct
policy practices.

Four states—Colorado, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Massachusetts—have standardized
placement policies across all two- and four-year institutions; three states—Florida,3 Hawaii,
and North Carolina—have common placement policies across all two-year institutions; and
three states—Indiana, Oregon, and Washington—do not have any common policies across
all two- and four-year institutions.

States with Common Placement Policies across All Two- and Four-Year
Institutions
Colorado, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Massachusetts all have state-level entities that have set
centralized course placement policies across all of their two- and four-year institutions. While
each of these states has standardized statewide policies, there is some variation at the
institutional level in how the course placement practices are implemented.

3

The Florida College System (FCS) is made up of 28 institutions, including community colleges
and state colleges. The FCS is governed by the State Board of Education, and is separate from
the state’s university system.
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For example, Susan Lane, AD in Massachusetts, reports that despite the existence of a
state policy requiring common, consistent assessments to determine course placement,
there is still variation across the state in what is used and in how placement testing occurs.
Lane also points out that, although the state policy is clear, there has not been a major
emphasis on ensuring consistency in implementation, which would be needed in the future if
there is a change in policy.
A 2009 survey of placement practice in Massachusetts’ community colleges revealed
differences in practice across institutions in the following areas: test exemption practice,
math cut scores, use of calculators during placement tests, and whether re-testing is allowed
(Solomon, 2010). In relation to the math cut scores, the Massachusetts Department of
Higher Education (2013) states that “[t]he College Board’s ACCUPLACER Computerized
Placement Test is used to test mathematics basic skills. Cut-off scores are 40 on the College
Level Math test or 82 on the ACCUPLACER Elementary Algebra test. All students take the
math test.” However, a review of the placement policies posted on the websites of several
universities and colleges in Massachusetts revealed variety in acceptable cut scores on
these ACCUPLACER mathematics tests (see Appendix G).
According to the 2009 survey (Solomon, 2010), one of the reasons that institutions may vary
in their course placement practices is that many have voiced displeasure with the value of
information provided by the ACCUPLACER test. For example, for mathematics assessment,
faculty commented that the ACCUPLACER results do not help them learn what students
know. Faculty also commented that, because the state does not use the ACCUPLACER
diagnostic tools that provide analysis of what students know, the limitations of the
ACCUPLACER test on its own result in a one-size-fits-all approach.
In Louisiana, the state’s Board of Regents has built a deliberate policy structure that
identifies the specific placement tests, and their respective cut scores, for entrance into
credit-bearing entry-level mathematics and English college courses. It is particularly notable
that this common placement policy is used across all community colleges and four-year
institutions. In mathematics, for example, explicit cut scores for placement are communicated
to students for the SAT, ACT, COMPASS, and ASSET tests. Thus, the state intends for high
school students to use this publicly available information (compiled in Appendix F) to align
their studies to colleges’ and universities’ expectations.
However, in practice, Louisiana’s individual college and university placement policies differ
slightly from state policy, much like those of institutions in Massachusetts. Cut scores vary,
and not all placement tests are advertised as accepted for placement purposes.
In Kentucky, the passage of Senate Bill 1 in 2009 mandated that education stakeholders
from three agencies—the Council on Postsecondary Education, the Education Professional
Standards Board, and the Kentucky Department of Education—collaborate in establishing
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and overseeing decisions on postsecondary placement exams and their respective cut
scores. As a result of laws overseeing college admission regulation, these three key groups
reviewed placement test data from thousands of students at nine state universities,
developed “essential standards” (a set of learning outcomes based on the Common Core
State Standards), and established cut scores for entry-level placement. As a result,
Kentucky’s public higher education system operates under a unified entry-level placement
test system that extends to all state community colleges and universities.
This statewide effort moved forward with the overarching goal of increased data-driven
decision-making. AD Shannon Gilkey suggests that as the state collects more student
performance data, these data could eventually inform the state’s decision-making process
regarding education spending. He comments, “To see universities using data moves us in
the right direction.”

States with Common Placement Policies across All Two-Year Institutions
While the states described in the preceding section have policies that apply to all two- and
four-year institutions, other Core to College states have standardized course placement
policies that apply to all community colleges, while allowing four-year institutions to decide
their own institutional placement testing practices.
In Florida, the State Board of Education governs the Florida College System. State Board
Rule 6A-10.0318 dictates the Florida College System’s placement tests and cut scores.
Currently, there are only five tests used for course placement—Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT) 2.0, Postsecondary Education Readiness Test (PERT),
ACCUPLACER, SAT, and ACT—as dictated by State Board Rule 6A-10.0318. This rule
applies only to the Florida College System. The Florida State University System, which is a
separate entity with its own Board of Governors, does not follow the same course placement
policies and practices as the Florida College System. With the exception of one institution,
Florida’s state universities have relatively rigorous acceptance policies, and, as such, they do
not offer remedial coursework. Thus, students who are admitted to the Florida State
University System are deemed ready for entry-level courses. Should students require
remediation, they must transfer to a Florida college (i.e., two-year institution) and complete
the remedial courses there. For Florida’s data inventory summary, see Appendix B.
Hawaii’s community college system is similar to the Florida College System in that it has one
systematic and centralized policy across all campuses for placement into credit-bearing
courses. However, Hawaii’s four-year institutions do not have this sort of systemwide policy.
At the four-year universities, a more decentralized, campus-by-campus practice exists. For
instance, mathematics faculty at the University of Hawaii–Manoa have created their own
placement test. By contrast, the University of Hawaii–Hilo has a policy that students who
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have been admitted to the university can take any entry-level course; however, if entering
students want to take a course above entry level, they must take the university’s own
institutional placement test. Meanwhile, the University of Hawaii–West Oahu uses
COMPASS, SAT, or ACT, as well as certain Advanced Placement courses, for entry-level
placement purposes. For more information about Hawaii’s policies and practices, see
Appendix C.

States without Common Placement Policies across Two- and Four-Year
Institutions
As discussed in the literature review, there are several reasons why states or systems may
enact common placement testing and cut-score policies, such as making entrance standards
consistent and less confusing for students and reducing transfer barriers between
institutions. However, several of the Core to College states operate without any overarching
statewide or systemwide placement policy in place, which results in significant variation in
placement test and cut-score practices across individual institutions of higher education. The
institutions in these states value the flexibility to create placement policies that meet the
needs of the student populations that they serve.
Oregon’s higher education system includes 17 community colleges and eight four-year
institutions; each individual institution sets its own placement process. Examples of these are
highlighted in Appendix I. Oregon’s system varies statewide with regard to which placement
tests are used and how cut scores are determined. Some colleges and universities use the
same placement test, but there is a large variation in cut scores across institutions. AD Lisa
Reynolds reports that the state’s institutions are used to their autonomy and would be
reluctant to give that up. In particular, Reynolds indicates that some community colleges
have made emphatic arguments about their need for differential levels of student course
placement and support within their institutions. In addition, Oregon’s community colleges
have voiced displeasure at the idea of sharing common cut scores with its four-year
institutions, in part because the community colleges have an automatic admissions policy, so
it would not be fair to hold its students to the same standards as those of the more
academically selective university system. Reynolds’ key message concerning course
placement policies is that discussion of these topics could prove challenging, as it is a
“difficult discussion to get off the ground.”
In Washington, there is significant variation in community college placement tests (see
Appendix J), as well as a significant amount of variation in course content across school
districts. AD Bill Moore identifies this variation in high school curriculum as particularly
significant, saying, “There is no centralized curriculum, so it’s hard to have centralized
placement.” While Moore notes that there is some interest in increased common placement
testing at the regional level, he comments that any shift toward more standardized placement
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practices feels fairly slow-moving, and that there is no critical mass of people or institutions
clamoring to move toward regional or statewide standardization of placement testing
practices.
Indiana’s Ivy Tech Community College (IVCC) system has a system-wide placement test
policy that all of the regional campuses use. All of the state’s community colleges are part of
the IVCC system except Vincennes University, a two-year college that sets its own
placement test policy. As shown in Appendix D, Vincennes University’s ACCUPLACER cut
scores are substantially lower than the cut scores required for IVCC placement. Appendix D
also shows that there is variation between the IVCC system and Vincennes University in the
specific assessments used for course placement—both use the ACCUPLACER, but the
IVCC system also uses SAT, PSAT, and ACT, while Vincennes University also uses ASSET
and COMPASS—and that comparing the IVCC systems’ cut scores to some of the state’s
four-year universities shows additional variation, with similar reading cut scores but vastly
different mathematics cut scores.

Course Placement Test Resources for Students and Parents
As there is clearly a wide range of course placement practices within and across states, it is
particularly helpful when states can provide high school students and their parents with
targeted resources and supports for determining course placement practices and college
readiness ahead of entering college. Navigating the websites of various two- and four-year
institutions for clear information about course placement testing and cut-score requirements
can be both tedious and confusing. However, certain states, such as North Carolina and
Florida, have programs to support high school students in understanding their states’ course
placement processes and determining their own readiness for credit-bearing coursework.
The Early Mathematics Placement Testing (EMPT) Program at East Carolina University in
North Carolina helps students and parents navigate the various mathematics placement
procedures across the state’s 58 community colleges and 17 University of North Carolina
System universities. In addition to offering free practice placement tests for high school
students, the EMPT Program produces an annual guide detailing the state colleges’ and
universities’ various course placement procedures. This guide lists the general, standardized
course placement policy for the community colleges, along with detailed placement test and
cut-score information for the universities. This guide, along with an EMPT Guide for Parents
and Guardians, is included in Appendix L.
Florida’s efforts to educate students and parents about gauging college readiness and
understanding course placement practices focus on annual assessments throughout
elementary, middle, and high school, with college readiness assessments beginning in
10th grade. Since 1998, the state has administered its own test for assessing student
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achievement and identifying remediation needs prior to high school graduation. The Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) 2.0 is administered to students in grades 3–10
and assesses student achievement of the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards.
Students in 10th grade take the FCAT 2.0 assessments in English, reading, and
mathematics. Students who do not score at level five (the highest level) in any of the subject
areas of the FCAT 2.0 in 10th grade take Florida’s Postsecondary Readiness Test (PERT) in
their junior year of high school. Students who pass the PERT are deemed college ready.
Students who do not pass are enrolled in transitional courses (called “intensives”) during
their senior year of high school. If they pass the transitional courses, they are determined to
be college ready. For students who graduate without having passed transitional courses,
other tests, such as ACCUPLACER, SAT, and ACT, may be used to determine college
readiness. Florida’s assessment structure—aimed at reducing remediation rates—creates an
innovative early-feedback system, building educational supports into the high school
curriculum and letting high school students know if they are ready for the demands of college
coursework prior to high school graduation and ahead of arriving on a college campus.
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Considering the Use of Consortia
Assessments for Course
Placement Purposes
Overall, ADs indicated that in order to implement the PARCC or Smarter Balanced
assessments for course placement, they will need to have the opportunity to understand the
technical characteristics of the assessments and study their utility. Most ADs commented
that adoption of new consortia assessment cut scores to use for placement into creditbearing courses is anywhere from four to seven years away. This would follow initial
administration of the new Common Core State Standards (CCSS)–based consortia
assessments in 2014–15 and the correlating research on the validity and reliability of the
assessments. While some states are building in policy placeholders that indicate that
PARCC and/or Smarter Balanced assessments will be used for course placement purposes,
other states report faculty resistance to replacing current placement tests.

Climate and Context for Implementing PARCC and Smarter Balanced
Assessments
With implementation of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments two years away,
states are currently focused on developing campus or regional teams for assessment and
curriculum review; convening key stakeholders and building communication channels for
input on policy; and laying the groundwork for eventual policy changes related to the three
primary Core to College objectives. The primary focus for many ADs continues to be building
awareness of the CCSS and aligned assessments. ADs are also using existing work groups
and state government task forces to review admission practices and policies, and
remediation in general, with an eye toward how the PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments can help with placement testing practices.
AD John Denning of North Carolina has set up the Common Core Engagement Group for
Higher Education. The group’s convenings build awareness of the CCSS among a diverse
group of stakeholders, including deans, faculty, assessment specialists, and college
provosts. The group acts as a sounding board for issues that arise about the implementation
of the CCSS. Within this group, there is significant support for the promise of the Smarter
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Balanced assessments, but, at the same time, a concern about the rate of their
development. North Carolina will not move toward using these assessments in course
placement decisions until they are finalized.
Several states report concerns about planning to use the PARCC and/or Smarter Balanced
assessments as course placement tests, as well as resistance from key stakeholders—in
particular, campus faculty. Washington’s Bill Moore comments, “It’s hard to sell a product
when it is essentially vaporware.” He also notes that, in Washington, “standardized
placement seems like a long shot.” On the other hand, many community college faculty in
Washington are unhappy with current course placement tests; there have been numerous
and increasing discussions about regional or institutional test reform, including the possibility
of combining transcript data and Smarter Balanced assessment results to determine course
placement.
The ADs from both Washington and Oregon commented that buy-in for using PARCC and
Smarter Balanced assessments for course placement purposes could be improved by
involving faculty in more pilot testing of the assessments, and by granting access to a full
sample test and set of rubrics, which would give faculty more exposure and comfort with the
tests.
Colorado and Indiana postsecondary institutions are deeply committed to using
ACCUPLACER for course placement purposes, and, even acknowledging its imperfections,
ADs in these states report that they are not likely to give up current practices that are firmly
embedded across their states. Indiana’s AD, Trish Wlodarczyk, says that PARCC
assessments may be used with confidence within five to seven years to indicate when
students can place out of remediation, but it is not likely that PARCC assessments would be
used to replace current course placement tests offered by mathematics and English
departments. Similarly, Colorado’s AD, Emmy Glancy, reports that implementation of
PARCC assessments for course placement purposes is not immediately imminent. She
says, “In five years, we’ll be comfortable embedding the [PARCC] cut score”—once studies
have shown the PARCC assessments’ validity and reliability.
Massachusetts also uses ACCUPLACER for course placement purposes, but there is a wide
variety in implementation throughout the state, and, as previously discussed, faculty are
unhappy with it. Massachusetts’ AD, Susan Lane, is holding an Assessment Forum for
higher education faculty in March 2013 to help higher education stakeholders understand the
PARCC assessments. She says the intention is to target “the right people” (e.g., remedial
mathematics faculty) and really “get into the weeds” about the PARCC assessments. She
anticipates that there will be people who do not like PARCC and who need opportunities to
raise concerns and questions. She hopes PARCC can provide data that will be both useful
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and actionable, but she notes that a new policy alone is not sufficient; institutions need clear
implementation guidelines.
Some states, such as Florida, have clear legislative pathways and systems in place for
implementing new policy across all of their postsecondary institutions. For instance, because
of Florida’s development of the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT), state
leadership has a policy roadmap to follow. The FCAT efforts have also created a number of
communication tools that will enable Florida to spread the word about PARCC
implementation. However, Florida AD Cassandra Brown comments that faculty have
expressed concerns about the hard work they have already put into Florida’s state standards
and definitions of college-ready competencies, and that, as a result, faculty are not widely
discussing placement or policy changes related to PARCC. Florida faculty have, however,
expressed interest in a validation study of the PARCC assessments, with the goal of
determining a cut score that corresponds to a 70 percent success rate in college courses.

Evolving Plans for Course Placement Practices
Many ADs view the consortia assessments as simply another set of tests in the mix. These
ADs are considering combinations of a wide variety of other indicators—including
ACCUPLACER and grade point average (GPA)—for use in course placement decisions.
For example, Colorado AD Emmy Glancy comments that Colorado is developing a holistic,
“mastery-based” student profile that could include PARCC benchmarks, SAT scores and/or
ACT scores, Advanced Placement scores, International Baccalaureate scores, course
grades, and TOEFL and/or language test scores. Glancy’s colleagues are also working on a
differentiated cut score that varies depending on the student’s intended degree, with the
ultimate goal of “meeting students where they are.” As part of this process, they are working
with K–12 colleagues to clarify common course descriptions and common transcripts.
Colorado is also currently in the process of revising its admissions and remediation policy.
The new admissions and placement policies will include a placeholder for PARCC
assessments.
Several institutions in Washington, which currently has no centralized placement policy, are
moving toward updated course placement practices. For instance, some Washington
community colleges are creating matrices that combine students’ most recent math courses
taken, grades earned, and time since the courses were taken. In addition, several regional
partnerships across the state are exploring ways to move away from traditional standardized
tests. As part of their work, these groups are also considering common placement
approaches within their partnerships.
North Carolina’s AD, John Denning, says that “after reviewing ten years of data on GPA and
course performance” and reviewing well-regarded literature on the subject, his colleagues
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feel that GPA is a better predictor of course performance than test scores. He shared that
there is some discussion of including GPA in course placement decisions, at least for the
North Carolina Community College System (NCCC). NCCC plans to revise its course
placement system this spring, and both new course placement tests and student GPA are
being discussed for inclusion in the revised system.
Hawaii is currently building a state longitudinal data system (SLDS), which will enable the
state to analyze placement and performance data. The state plans to use its SLDS to better
understand outcomes of students enrolling in an Algebra 2 transitional course; this course
will be designed to help students who have not been able to meet the benchmarks of the
Smarter Balanced assessments. The Hawaii P–20 (a statewide partnership led by the Executive
Office on Early Learning, the Hawaii State Department of Education, and the University of Hawaii
System) and its colleagues at the state’s Department of Education and the University of

Hawaii system have both experience with and capacity to understand the impact of the
Smarter Balanced assessments as they roll out. At the same time, these stakeholders are
proceeding with caution because the consortium assessments’ reach and complete purpose
are still unclear.
Across the Core to College states, faculty are interested in what diagnostic databases will be
available from PARCC and Smarter Balanced to help with placing students in and out of
remedial education and what mechanisms will be in place to share data across K–12 and
postsecondary institutions.
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Considerations for
Future Discussion
Based on the publicly available information that WestEd staff gathered about course
placement policies in each of the Core to College states, along with WestEd’s interviews with
ADs and their colleagues, there are several key considerations for further discussion and
deliberation through the Learning Network and other dissemination channels. As an
overarching theme, the ADs consistently reported that in the (current) absence of the
PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments, it was difficult to project exactly how the tests
would be used, broadly speaking, and specifically how they would be used for placement into
credit-bearing higher education courses. The timelines for using the consortia assessments
for placement purposes were uncertain as well.
What did emerge from this cycle of evaluation was a fairly clear picture of the existing ways
in which current placement tests are used and the processes that states have been following
to adopt new tests and set their cut scores. Even amid the uncertainty about the consortia
assessments, the ADs in each state continue to convene K–12 and higher education
colleagues and other stakeholders in order to share information and begin discussions about
the potential for using these assessments for course placement purposes following their
anticipated 2014–15 release.
The following additional themes emerged from this evaluation cycle:
•

Each state’s current placement policies form the context for the
implementation of the forthcoming PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments.
WestEd’s inventory of placement testing policies revealed considerable variation
both within and across the Core to College states (see Appendices A–J). States that
have developed centralized placement testing policies over many years will be
relying on these existing policy frameworks when they consider how, or whether, to
use PARCC and/or Smarter Balanced assessments for placement purposes.
It is important to note that a centralized policy does not translate to the use of a
single test for placement purposes. On the contrary, WestEd’s analysis shows that,
in some cases, state policies offer higher education institutions substantial options
and discretion with regard to not only which tests are used, but also how the
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placement tests are offered to students and how cut scores are set. States that have
successfully adopted a centralized statewide placement policy can serve as
examples; Florida’s system provides the clearest example in the Core to College
network of how a centralized state policy has standardized the placement process
across institutions.
•

Agreements on course placement at the institutional level—often situated
within regional feeder systems—serve as a framework for how students are
enrolled in credit-bearing courses.
Even in states with strong centralized placement policies, local adoption of course
placement practices plays a key role in how students move within and between the
K–12 and higher education systems. Locally implemented changes in remedial
education placement policies are underway across the country. For instance, there
are numerous examples, within the Core to College states, of efforts in community
colleges to improve placement test outcomes by enabling students to prepare for
their tests. In addition, many institutions have intake strategies that provide students
with information on and options for course placement.
Most importantly, the courses that students are placed into, particularly at the
community college level, are highly varied, both within and across states. By
contrast, there are also examples—such as in Indiana, where institutions of higher
education are standardizing their coursework—where the differences between
courses of the same name have been narrowed as a way to provide students with
clarity about course objectives and expectations. The Core to College states are in a
good position to understand how, and in what ways, these ongoing, locally based
changes to placement in entry-level courses can inform additional policy discussions
about the use of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments in the course
placement process.

•

The ADs, and their states’ Assessment Directors, are eagerly awaiting detailed
information about the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments.
The ADs reported that, in order to move forward on implementation steps related to
new placement tests, colleagues in their states will need specific information on how
the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments compare to the existing placement
tests that are currently in use. This includes information about the content of the new
assessments in both English language arts and mathematics, and about how cut
scores will be determined to signal readiness for college-level work. Several, but not
all, of the ADs are aware that the assessment consortia will be providing some of this
information to its member states.
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Even with this information, individual states will be conducting their own
psychometric studies to assess the relationship between the new assessments and
existing tests, and the extent to which the new assessments predict success in
college-level coursework. For instance, both Hawaii and Kentucky provided clear
examples of how their state systems would conduct additional psychometric studies
to understand the relative performance of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments to those tests currently being used for course placement in creditbearing courses. In general, such studies will take time and may slow down the
adoption of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments.
•

Definitions of college readiness can vary even between two- and four-year
college systems within the same state, with implications for whether and how
placement tests are ultimately used.
The ongoing discussions of how to use the PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments for course placement provide a vehicle for continuing the essential
discussions of instructional alignment between and across the K–12 and higher
education sectors. Finding basic information on how placement tests are used in
four-year institutions in a number of the Core to College states was challenging; in
these states, placement test information was more readily accessible for two-year
institutions. Unsurprisingly, cut scores are generally substantially higher in the fouryear institutions. The relative transparency of the information on two-year colleges
signals that the issue of course placement policy is most acute at these institutions,
where remediation rates are traditionally higher than at the more selective four-year
colleges.
Since the Common Core State Standards are intended to signal college readiness,
the question of selectivity cannot be ignored. Each of the Core to College states
continues to make progress on statewide definitions of college and career readiness,
and each AD has made inroads in including stakeholders from both two-year and
four-year institutions when attempting to define these terms.

•

Communication from PARCC and Smarter Balanced about the uses, and
limitations, of the consortia assessments as a single measure for course
placement purposes will facilitate states’ implementation of the assessments.
Even as the Core to College states develop roadmaps toward adoption of the
PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments, information from the consortia
indicates that these assessments might be used along with other measures in the
college-level course placement process. The ADs would be well served by engaging
in ongoing discussions with the PARCC and Smarter Balanced teams about how the
consortia assessments can, and should, be used for course placement purposes: for
instance, what other measures might be needed, and how would those measures fit
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with existing course placement testing that is underway? The Core to College states
are in a unique position to address how to integrate the consortia assessments into
current placement policies, and to examine the options for implementing course
placement with multiple-measure systems, as suggested in the literature on this
topic.
•

Implementing pilot studies in Core to College states could expedite the
process for how PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessment adoption unfolds.
In each of the Core to College states, as varied as they are, the ADs should continue
detailed discussions with all stakeholder groups about the anticipated timeline and
steps that will be needed for the adoption of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced
assessments for placement in credit-bearing courses. Some of the ADs have already
begun this process, particularly with engagement of higher education faculty on the
subject of placement policy. Launching pilot studies with faculty may provide an
opportunity for assessing changes to cut scores, curricular alignment, and the
mechanisms for how policy will be drafted and formalized at varying levels of
governance, between and across systems. To the extent that data systems and data
collection processes are developed through the use of pilot studies, these systems
and processes may pave the way for additional efficiencies following the release of
the consortia assessments in 2014–15. The pilot studies could also examine the
likely costs, and available resources, to support the use of the consortia
assessments.
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Statewide placement
test policy

Colorado State
University

University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs

University of Colorado,
Denver

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT
Locally developed test
MYMathTest
ACCUPLACER ELEMENTARY
ALGEBRA
ACCUPLACER SENTENCE SKILLS
ACCUPLACER READING

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?
* Placement test exemption scores

SAT MATH
SAT ENGLISH/WRITING
SAT READING
ACT MATH
ACT ENGLISH/WRITING
ACT READING

85
95
80
460
440
430
19
18
17

85

560
410
600
24
14
26*
17

MYMATHTEST

Is placement testing mandatory?

Yes
• Mandatory placement
testing to be considered
college ready and not take
remedial courses

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

Yes

Yes

Not listed

• Mandatory placement
testing for math and English
only

• Mandatory placement
testing for certain majors and
classes

• Students are not required to
take placement test
recommended course

•Placement decisions can be
challenged

• Transfer course credits are
good for two years

• Math test is used for
placement into high-level
courses
• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Statewide placement
test policy

Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

Arapahoe Community
College

Colorado
Northwestern
Community College

Red Rocks
Community College

ACCUPLACER
SAT
ACT
ACCUPLACER ELEMENTARY
ALGEBRA

85

85

85

85

ACCUPLACER SENTENCE SKILLS

95

95

95

95

80
460
440

80
460
440

80
500
440

80
500
440

430
19
18

440
19
18

440
19
18

430
19
18

17

17

17

17

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

• Mandatory for all students
seeking a degree or certificate

• ACCUPLACER is not an
admissions exam. There is no
pass or fail; ACCUPLACER is an
evaluation tool

• SAT/ACT scores are valid for
five years in reading/writing
and two years in math

ACCUPLACER READING
SAT MATH
SAT ENGLISH/WRITING
SAT READING
ACT MATH
ACT ENGLISH/WRITING
ACT READING

Is placement testing mandatory?

• Mandatory placement
testing to be considered
college ready and not take
remedial courses

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits
• Colorado Community
College and Occupational
Education System (of which
ACC is a member) sets
placement test policy

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s Internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Four-year institution
placement test policies
overview***

Florida State University

University of North
Florida

University of South
Florida

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are currently
being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT
40

ACCUPLACER COLLEGE-LEVEL MATH

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

SAT MATH

500**

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

500**

SAT READING

500**

* Placement test exemption scores

ACT MATH

21**

**Admissions scores

ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

21**

ACT READING

22**

Is placement testing mandatory?

Varied – no consistent
policy
• Varied – no consistent policy

What placement test policy elements exist?

Yes
• Placement testing can be
used to earn credit

460*

19*

Yes

No

• Mandatory placement
testing for math and writing
• Students can be exempt from
math placement testing based
on SAT and ACT scores
• Writing self-placement also
available

***A statewide policy exists for the four-year institutions that fall within the Florida College System but not for the public four-year institutions outside of that system.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Community and state college
system-wide placement test policy

Broward College

College of Central
Florida

Tallahassee
Community College

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are
currently being used
for placement?

PERT
FCAT
SAT
ACT
ACCUPLACER ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

72

72

72

72

ACCUPLACER WRITING/ENGLISH

83

83

83

83

ACCUPLACER READING

83

83

83

83

113

113

113

113

99

99

99

99

PERT READING

104

104

104

104

FCAT READING

FCAT 2.0: 262

PERT MATH
PERT WRITING/ENGLISH

What is the cut score
for placement into
credit-bearing
courses?
* Placement test exemption scores

262
4

FCAT WRITING/ENGLISH
SAT MATH

440

440

440

440

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

440

440

440

440

SAT READING

440

440

440

440

ACT MATH

19

19

19

19

ACT WRITING/ENGLISH

17

17

17

17

ACT READING

18

18

18

18

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

• State Board of Education and Board of
Governors developed and implemented a
common placement test to assess basic
computation and communication skills of
students intending to enter a degree program
at any public postsecondary institution.

• CPT, SAT, ACT, FCAT, and
PERT are authorized
placement tests, per State
Board Rule 6A-10.0315,
F.A.C.

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Placement test
exemption possible
through test scores or
college credits
• SAT/ACT scores must be
less than two years old

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Four-year institution
placement test policies
overview

University of HawaiiHilo

University of HawaiiManoa

University of HawaiiWest Oahu

COMPASS
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT
Locally developed test

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?
* Placement test exemption scores

630*

SAT MATH

510*

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

29*

ACT MATH

22*

ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

Is placement testing mandatory?

Varied – no
consistent policy
• Varied — no consistent
policy
• Placement tests often used
to place into high-level classes

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Placement tests often locally
developed

No
• Placement testing
requirements depend on
chosen major, academic
history, and other factors
• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits
• Locally developed writing
placement test

Yes

Yes

• BMAT Math Placement
Exam required for placement
into certain math courses

• Mandatory placement
testing for math and English,
but not reading

• BMAT score is valid for one
year

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Community college
system-wide
placement test policy

Honolulu Community
College

Kaua'i Community
College

Windward Community
College

COMPASS
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?
* Placement test exemption scores

COMPASS ALGEBRA

50

47

50

50

COMPASS WRITING

74

74

74

74

COMPASS READING

79

79

79

79

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

550

510*

SAT READING

550

510*

ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

24

22*

ACT READING

24

22*

Yes

Yes

SAT MATH

ACT MATH

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

Yes
• Starting in Spring 2006, all
community colleges were
required to comply with the
system-wide placement test
policy

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

Yes
• Placement test scores are
valid for two years
• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Four-year institution
placement test policies
overview

Indiana University,
Purdue

Indiana University,
South Bend

University of Southern
Indiana

ACCUPLACER
COMPASS
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?**

Locally Developed Test
SAT
ACT
55

COMPASS PRE-ALGEBRA

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

640*

SAT MATH

460*

SAT READING

420*

ACT MATH

29*

ACT READING

17*

* Placement test exemption scores

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

Varied – no
consistent policy

Yes

• Varied — no consistent
policy

• Mandatory placement
testing for math and reading

• Students sometimes
referred to community
colleges for remedial classes

• English guided selfplacement

• ACT and SAT commonly
used for placement purposes

• Students not meeting
admissions standards may be
invited to Summer Success
Academy, or are deferred to a
local community college to
complete preparatory courses
prior to eligibility for
admissions and enrollment

Yes

Yes

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores or
college credits

• Developmental education
classes taught by Ivy Tech
Community College
instructors on IU South Bend
campus

• Students with no English
test scores will be put into
English 100

• Use of an unidentified
placement exam

**Institutions often use College Level Examination Program (CLEP) for students to receive credits through examination and to provide indirect placement guidance.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Community College systemwide placement test policy

Ivy Tech Community College
system-wide policy*

Vincennes University
(only Indiana community college
not in Ivy Tech system)

ACCUPLACER
What tests are currently
being used for
placement?

COMPASS
ASSET
SAT
ACT
34

ACCUPLACER ARITHMETIC

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

ACCUPLACER ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

40

ACCUPLACER SENTENCE SKILLS

80

60

ACCUPLACER READING

76

55

COMPASS PRE-ALGEBRA

25

COMPASS WRITING

32

COMPASS READING

62

ASSET WRITING

35

ASSET READING

33

ASSET NUMERICAL SKILLS

33

SAT MATH

460

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

460

SAT READING

460

ACT MATH

18

ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

17

ACT READING

18

Is placement testing mandatory?

Varied – no consistent policy
• Varied – no consistent policy

What placement test policy elements exist?

Yes
• Placement test exemption possible
through test scores or college credits

Yes
• Placement test exemption possible
through test scores or college credits

• IVCC also accepts PSAT scores for
placement

*All Ivy Tech Community Colleges share one central website that holds placement test information for all campuses.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Statewide public
postsecondary
placement test policy

Eastern Kentucky
University

Northern Kentucky
University

University of Kentucky

COMPASS
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT
KYOTE*
Locally developed test
COMPASS MATH
COMPASS ENGLISH
COMPASS READING
SAT MATH
SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

SAT READING
ACT MATH
ACT ENGLISH/WRITING
ACT READING
KYOTE MATH
KYOTE COLLEGE ALGEBRA
KYOTE ENGLISH
KYOTE READING

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

36
74
85
460
430
470
19
18
20
22
14
6
20

36
74
85
460
430
470
19
18
20
22
14
6
20

36
74
85
460
430
470
19
18
20
22

Yes

Yes

Yes

• Statewide placement policy
is applicable to any student
entering a Kentucky public
postsecondary institution

• Students identified through
testing as needing additional
help in any basic skill area are
required to enroll in and successfully complete developmental courses designed to
improve their skills for that
area

• Policy does not mandate
remedial placement of
students earning less than one
of the ACT required scores

36
72
85
460
430
470
19
18
20
22

6
19
Yes
• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits
• ALEKS (Assessment and
Learning in Knowledge Spaces)
used to test into high-level
courses

*KentuckY Online TEsting: The KYOTE Placement Exam Program is a delivery and development system for standardized examinations used to measure preparedness for college-level
learning.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Statewide public postsecondary
placement test policy

Kentucky Community and Technical College
System (KCTCS) Policy*

COMPASS
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

ASSET
SAT
ACT
KYOTE**

ASSET ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

36
74
85
41

ASSET ENGLISH

43

ASSET READING

44

COMPASS MATH
COMPASS ENGLISH
COMPASS READING

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

SAT MATH
SAT ENGLISH/WRITING
SAT READING
ACT MATH
ACT ENGLISH/WRITING
ACT READING
KYOTE MATH
KYOTE ENGLISH
KYOTE READING

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

36
74
85

460
430
470
19
18
20
22
6
20

460
430
470
19
18
20
CA 7 and MP 27
6
20

Yes

Yes

• Statewide placement policy is applicable to any student
entering a Kentucky public postsecondary institution
• Policy does not mandate remedial placement of students
earning less than one of the ACT required scores

• Students not demonstrating college readiness must
enroll in transitional or entry-level courses with approved
supplementary academic support within the first two
terms of enrollment, per Council on Postsecondary
Education regulation 13 KAR 2:020

*All Kentucky community colleges share one central website that holds standard placement test information for all campuses.
**KentuckY Online TEsting: The KYOTE Placement Exam Program is a delivery and development system for standardized examinations used to measure preparedness for college-level
learning.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Statewide placement
test policy

Louisiana State
University

Louisiana Tech

University of
Louisiana, Lafayette

COMPASS
ASSET
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT
Locally developed test
COMPASS ALGEBRA
COMPASS WRITING

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

ASSET MATH
ASSET WRITING
SAT MATH
SAT ENGLISH/WRITING
ACT MATH
ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

Is placement testing mandatory?

40
68
43
44
460
450
19
18

460
450
19
18

460
450
19
18

19
18

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

• Colleges or universities may
not establish minimum scores
for entry-level college math or
English courses that are
higher or lower than those set
by state policy

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Institutions may require
further assessment of
students who already meet
required minimums to
determine their final
placement in entry-level
college math or English
courses

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement tests can be used
to place into high-level classes

• Placement tests can be used
to test for credit

• Placement tests can be used
to place into high-level classes

• LSU local placement exams
cannot lower a student’s
placement

• Placement tests can only be
attempted once

• ALEKS* is also used for
placement into Calculus
• The locally developed test is
supplemental

*Assessment and LEarning in Knowledge Spaces (ALEKS) is a Web-based, artificially intelligent assessment and learning system that primarily tests math skills.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Statewide placement
test policy

Bossier Parish
Community College

Delgado Community
College

Louisiana Technical
Colleges

COMPASS
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

ASSET
SAT
ACT
COMPASS ALGEBRA
COMPASS WRITING
ASSET MATH

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

ASSET WRITING
SAT MATH
SAT ENGLISH/WRITING
ACT MATH
ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

40
68
43
44
460
450
19
18

ACT READING

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

Yes
• Institutions cannot set
minimum scores for entry-level
college math or English courses
that are higher or lower than
those set by state policy.
However, institutions can
require further assessment of
students who already meet
required minimums to
determine their final placement
in entry-level college math and
English courses.

41

18
18
17

18
18
17

17
17
19

Yes

Yes

Yes

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits
• Developmental education
classes transfer to other
institutions but do not satisfy
degree requirements

• Students are required to
take COMPASS, ASSET, and
ACT, except when adequate
ACT scores or prior course
credit have been accepted
• Applicants will not be
refused admission to the
college because of test scores
• ACT scores are valid for
three years

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits
• Test scores are valid for
three years
• Students who do not meet
required placement scores
must enroll in developmental
education

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Statewide placement test policy

Bridgewater State
University

Fitchburg State
University

University of
Massachusetts,
Lowell

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are
currently being used
for placement?

SAT
ACT
Locally developed
writing test
ACCUPLACER ELEMENTARY
ALGEBRA

What is the cut score
for placement into
credit-bearing
courses?
*Placement test exemption scores

82**

72

ACCUPLACER COLLEGE MATH

40

48

ACCUPLACER READING

68

82

68
540

SAT MATH
SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

600*

600*

SAT READING

500*

500*

24*

ACT READING

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

550*

Yes
• Per Board of Higher Education’s accountability for
the quality of public higher education, each
institution must assess the basic academic skills of
entering students
• Common testing instruments and identical cut
scores are used on all campuses
• To test basic writing skills, campuses use an
impromptu writing sample that is evaluated by local
campus faculty using common scoring guidelines
• No exemption from math placement testing

Yes

Yes

Yes

• Placement exam scores
are used in connection
with other factors to
inform course selection
for math and English
courses

• Students cannot register
for courses unless they
have completed required
placement tests
• ACCUPLACER used only
for reading and math

• ACCUPLACER used only
for reading and math
• Does not accept
ACCUPLACER scores from
other institutions

**For students taking the ACCUPLACER Elementary Algebra Exam who will enroll in mathematics courses outside of the algebra sequence such as quantitative reasoning, finite
mathematics, elementary teacher education mathematics, and statistics, a cut score of 72, one standard error of measurement below 82, may be used for placement.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Statewide placement test policy

Bristol Community
College

Cape Cod
Community College

Massasoit
Community College

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are
currently being used
for placement?

SAT
Locally developed
writing
ACCUPLACER ELEMENTARY

What is the cut score
for placement into
credit-bearing courses?
*Placement test exemption scores

82

72

82**

ALGEBRA
ACCUPLACER COLLEGE MATH

40

40
68***

ACCUPLACER SENTENCE SKILLS
ACCUPLACER READING

68

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

600*

SAT READING

500*

Is placement testing mandatory?

Yes
• Per Board of Higher Education’s
accountability for the quality of public higher
education, each institution must assess the
basic academic skills of entering students

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Common testing instruments and identical
cut scores are used on all campuses

68

68***

68

Yes

Yes

Yes

• Only accepts
ACCUPLACER scores

• Placement test
exemption possible
through test scores or
college credits

• Policy in accordance
with state policy
• Placement test
exemption possible
through test scores or
college credits

• To test basic writing skills, campuses use an
impromptu writing sample that is evaluated
by local campus faculty using common scoring
guidelines
• There is no exemption from math
placement testing

**This cut score is to place into Math 110, 140, 150, or 165. If a student scores 58, it is possible to take Math 110, but only if the student also takes Math 171 or has certain majors.
***Students with this score are eligible to take the English 050 and 101 intensive pair option.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Four-year institution
placement test policies
overview

North Carolina Central
University

North Carolina State
University

University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT
Locally developed test

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?
* Placement test exemption scores

SAT MATH

480*

SAT READING

530*

ACT MATH

20*

ACT READING

22*

Is placement testing mandatory?

Varied – no consistent
policy
• Varied — no consistent
policy

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Placement tests often used
to place into high-level classes
• Placement tests are often
locally developed

Yes

Yes

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores or
college credits

• Mandatory NCSU Math Skills
Test for math placement if no
SAT Math Level 2 Subject Test
score

•ACCUPLACER scores not
listed

No

• Tests used for placement
into high-level courses

• Self placement for writing
• Can be exempt from firstyear writing requirement
based on test scores

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Community college
system-wide
placement test policy
Which tests are
currently being used
for placement?

Central Piedmont
Community College

Robeson
Community College

ACCUPLACER
COMPASS
ASSET
ACCUPLACER ARITHMETIC
ACCUPLACER SENTENCE SKILLS

What is the cut
score for placement
into credit-bearing
courses?

Cape Fear
Community College

ACCUPLACER READING
COMPASS PRE-ALGEBRA
COMPASS WRITING
COMPASS READING
ASSET NUMERICAL SKILLS
ASSET WRITING
ASSET READING

Is placement testing mandatory?

55
86
80
47
70
81
41
41
41

55
86
80
47
70
81
41
41
41

55
86
80
47
70
81
41
41
41

55
86
80
47
70
81
41
41
41

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

• Mandatory placement testing,
unless students are exempted
through test scores or college
credits

• Scores are valid for five years

• Placement tests are not
admissions tests and should be
used only in the manner for
which the publisher intended
them, to place students in
appropriate courses

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Placement testing shall be
mandatory for all students
taking curriculum-level courses
with a developmental
prerequisite

• Scores are valid for five years
• If students are not proficient,
they must take the
developmental courses
• Mandatory placement testing
for most programs, unless
students are exempted through
test scores or college credits

• Mandatory placement testing
for math and English

• All developmental courses
must be completed with a “C”
or higher to advance to the next
level

• All colleges should have
written policies governing
placement testing practices

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Four-year institution
placement test policies

Oregon Institute
of Technology

Southern Oregon
University

University of Oregon

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

SAT
ACT
Locally developed test

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

ACCUPLACER COLLEGE ALGEBRA

57

ACCUPLACER WRITING

50

ACCUPLACER READING

82

30

SAT MATH

500

550

ACT MATH

20

25

Yes

Yes

Is placement testing mandatory?

What placement test policy elements exist?

• Varied - no consistent
policy

Yes

• Most institutions require
math testing but not reading
or writing

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Varied - no consistent policy

• Placement test scores from
Klamath Community College
accepted

• Institutions do not use any
other criteria besides
placement tests for placement
decisions

• Placement testing only
mandatory for math
• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores
or college credits

• Placement testing only
mandatory for math for
certain courses/majors
• Locally developed math test

• Locally developed math test

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Community College
system placement test
policies overview

Central Oregon
Community College

Clackamas Community
College

Portland Community
College

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are
currently beings used for
placement?

COMPASS
ASSET
SAT
ACT
36

ACCUPLACER COLLEGE MATH
ACCUPLACER COLLEGE ALGEBRA

95
81
83
71
84
35
43
43

ACCUPLACER ENGLISH/WRITING
ACCUPLACER READING
COMPASS ALGEBRA
COMPASS WRITING

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

COMPASS READING
ASSET COLLEGE ALGEBRA
ASSET WRITING
ASSET READING
SAT MATH

83
79
81
41
45
42
490

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING
SAT READING
ACT MATH
ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

Is placement testing mandatory?

Varied – no consistent
policy
• Varied — no consistent policy

What placement test policy elements exist?

• All community colleges have
mandatory placement testing,
but not all require reading tests
• No institutions use any other
criteria besides placement tests
for placement decisions

Yes
• Only administers
ACCUPLACER, but accepts
COMPASS and ASSET

470
22
19
Yes
• Not required if student has
previous college credits
• Mandatory placement
testing for math and writing
but not reading

84
95
84
83
79
82
37
45
43
550
460
25
24
Yes
• Only administers COMPASS
and ASSET, but accepts
ACCUPLACER, SAT, and ACT
scores
• ACT and SAT scores must be
within the last 2 years

Not all of the community colleges currently use mandatory placement, although the few who currently use placement as advisory are shifting this year towards mandatory placement.

NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Four-year institution
placement test policies
overview

University of
Washington, Tacoma

Washington State
University, Vancouver

Western Washington
University

ACCUPLACER
SAT
Which tests are
currently being used for
placement?

ACT
ALEKS*
Math Placement Test**
35

ACCUPLACER COLLEGE-LEVEL MATH

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

SAT MATH

480

ACT MATH

18

20%

ALEKS (MATH)

145

MATH PLACEMENT TEST

Is placement testing mandatory?

Varied – no consistent
policy
• Varied — no consistent
policy

What placement test policy elements exist?

Yes

• Remedial courses must be
taken at Tacoma Community
College

Yes

• The SAT, ACT and
Washington Math Placement
Exam will no longer be used
for WSU-Vancouver
mathematics placement

Yes

• No English placement test
• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores or
college credits

• The WSUV Writing
Placement Exam requires
students to write two essays

*Assessment and LEarning in Knowledge Spaces (ALEKS) is a Web-based, artificially intelligent assessment and learning system that primarily tests math skills.
**The Math Placement Test (MPT) is a statewide test created by faculty from participating institutions to help students, with the assistance of their academic advisers, select first-year
mathematics courses for which they are best prepared. The program is managed by the Office of Educational Assessment on behalf of participating institutions.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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Community college
placement test policies

Highline Community
College

North Seattle
Community College

Yakima Valley
Community College

ACCUPLACER
Which tests are currently
being used for
placement?

COMPASS
ASSET
SAT
ACT

What is the cut score for
placement into creditbearing courses?

ACCUPLACER ENGLISH

86

ACCUPLACER READING

86

COMPASS ALGEBRA

71

71

71

COMPASS WRITING

65

84

82

COMPASS READING

88

84

78

ASSET ENGLISH

43

ASSET WRITING

45

SAT ENGLISH/WRITING

520

SAT READING

520
20

ACT ENGLISH/WRITING

Is placement testing mandatory?
What placement test policy elements exist?

Varied - no consistent policy

Yes

• Varied - no consistent policy

• Placement test exemption
possible through test scores or
college credits

• 96% of community colleges
have mandatory placement
based on results of tests

Yes
• COMPASS is the main test,
but the college accepts scores
from other tests

Yes
• Only accepts COMPASS
scores
• Mandatory course placement
based on placement test scores

*The Math Placement Test (MPT) is a statewide test created by faculty from participating institutions to help students, with the assistance of their academic advisers, select first-year
mathematics courses for which they are best prepared. The program is managed by the Office of Educational Assessment on behalf of participating institutions.
NOTE: This chart represents a sampling of institutions. It contains information from state policy, if applicable, and from the websites of the institutions listed above. The institutions in this
chart may have additional policies not found in WestEd’s internet research. Empty cells indicate a placement test that is not used or cut scores that are not available.
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56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

67

68

69

70

